ABSTRACT

Experiment can be used for the research on the flow physical process of coolant in the typical pressured water reactor which is with complex structures, such as spacer grid, mixing vane and narrow channels. Usually, the data obtained from the experiments can also be used as the CFD benchmark. However, this kind of approach could not be avoided to use some simplification and approximation: only several rods with special structures are used; solid walls are imported; gaps between the walls and the rod bundle are created. The influence of these operations has not been considered and discussed clearly, though the influence certainly exists. To obtain the quantitative and qualitative understanding, this research has done some work to study the impact created by the region size, region boundary and region shape in the experiment. The regularities found in this work can be used as the guidance on the optimal design of experiments so that the data is more near the real physical process in a reactor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the diminishment of the safety margin and the improvement of the safety assessment of nuclear power plant are needed greatly. One reason is that many nuclear reactors are at the last stage of their lifetime. Another reason is that both the nuclear resource and the public acceptability are limited. So the power uprate, lifetime extension, higher fuel burnup and high-fidelity predictive capability for component performance have been the focuses of research team and program, like CASL. However, all of the objectives delay on the deep insight of the physical process of the coolant in the reactor.

The experiment is one of the most credible approaches to study the physical process in reactor. Recently, many experiments have been built for the benchmark building and simulation improvement, such as the
work done by the Westinghouse and Texas A&M for CASL\cite{1,2}, and the work done by OECD/NEA\cite{3}.

However, the complex structures of a reactor increase the difficult to carry out the experiments. The subchannel, spacer grid and mixing vane are the important regions in a fuel assembly of a typical pressured water reactor. The subchannel where the coolant exists is narrow; the spacer grid which supports the fuel rods through the springs and dimples is complex; the mixing vane what disturbs the flow and optimize the heat transfer is also with complex structure. Furthermore, the number of these structures in a reactor is all very large. The large number, complex and narrow structure feather will create great difficulties on the measurement in an experiment. So a local small region with several fuel rods, a special region shape and boundary is always been designed as the research object in an experiment. To get a better understand of the physical process, some important issues have to be considered well.

Firstly, the research objects with various kinds of region sizes have been used in previous experiments. For example, 5×5 rod bundle is used for the benchmark research on the flow field of coolant\cite{1,2}, 2×2 rod bundle is used for the research on CHF to consider the influence created by the angles and positions of mixing vane\cite{4}, 2×2 rod bundle is also used for the research on the distribution and turbulent of coolant\cite{5}, 2×3 rod bundle is used for the research on CHF to consider the influence created by the pressure and mass flux of coolant\cite{6}, 4×4 rod bundle is used in research\cite{7}, 10×10 rod bundle is used for the research on the two phase flow\cite{8}. However there are seldom discussions on the accuracy of the experimental results. It’s necessary to investigate whether, why and how much the region size will create effect to the flow and heat transfer process of the coolant. The conclusions based on the investigation will provide the guidance for the design of the region size used in the experiment.

Another matter needs to be considered well is that the import of the solid walls surrounding the fluid domain of coolant, which will cause a certain effect to the fluid domain in an experiment. However, the flow house including solid walls could not be avoided to be used in each experiment. It is necessary to be clear how large and the reasons of the differences exist between the measurement and the real physical process in a reactor, so that we can avoid or modify the error in the experiment.

What’s more, gaps between the solid walls and the spacer grid or rod bundle will also be generated in the experiment. These gaps are not with the same magnitude due to the location error or the design of bypass channel. For example, the experimental object\cite{2} is with a bypass channel, but other objects in this research team are with equal gaps of 0.5mm surrounding the bundle\cite{1}. The region shape of the fluid domain is usually different in different research objects. So another focus is to consider whether the region shape with different fluid domain of gaps will create influence on the real physical process of the coolant in the rod bundle of a reactor. If the influence is obvious, it is also needed to be studied to give the guidance on the design of the establishment of an experiment.

2. OBJECTIVES AND APPROACHES

2.1. Research objectives

According to the previous description, the objective of this paper is to obtain the guidance for the optimal design of the experiment, and the guidance is based on the detailed information of the physical flow process of the coolant in pressured water reactor with typical spacer grid and mixing vane. The
analysis on the region boundary, region size and region shape can increase the understanding of the physical process occurred in the experiment. To realize the objective, this research needs to analyze the impact on the flow characteristics from these three aspects.

2.2. Research approaches

In this research, the analysis of the flow characteristic in the experiment is done by the CFD simulation. However, the experimental conditions were applied in this approach, so that it can reflect the influence created by the experimental conditions.

To get a better understanding, the flow physical process has to be reflected. In this research, some characteristic parameters are chosen and designed. They are the turbulent intensity, the secondary intensity and the pressure drop. The turbulent intensity and secondary intensity are used for the indication of the lateral and turbulent mixing state respectively. The pressure drop is used for the indication of the flow resistance. The definitions of these parameters and the reasons of the choice are introduced as follow.

(1) Secondary flow intensity

The expressions of the secondary flow intensity can be written as Eq.1. $I_{sec}$ stands for the secondary flow intensity. $V_{si}$ and $V_{sj}$ stand for the lateral velocities of local position at the x and y directions respectively. $\bar{V}_i$ stands for the mean axial velocity. $A_i$ stands for the area of cross section in each local cell, and $A$ is the sum of the areas of cross section.

$$I_{sec} = \frac{\sum A_i \sqrt{V_{s i}^2 + V_{s j}^2}}{\bar{V}_i}$$ (1)

(2) Turbulent intensity

The expressions of the turbulent intensity (TI) can be written as Eq.2. $I_{tub}$ stands for the turbulent intensity. $V_i', V_j', V_k'$ stand for the pulsation velocity at x, y, z directions. $\bar{V}$ is the mean velocity.

$$I_{tub} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \left( V_i'^2 + V_j'^2 + V_k'^2 \right)$$ (2)

Based on the definition of TI, we can see that TI is just for the physical process in one single cell. Only the distribution of TI in a surface has a practical value for the flow physical research. However, the comparison of the distribution is inconvenient. The distributions may be the same in one’s eyes, however there may be still some little differences. The mathematic expression for one parameter may be better when we want to find the differences. So this research designed an expression for TI. The expression can be written as Eq.3. $I_{tub}$ stands for the area weighted average value of turbulent intensity of a cross section (TICS). The subscript i is the mark number of each mesh cell. $A_i$ and $A$ have the same meaning as the explanation in the expression of SI.
The large number of complex structures and narrow channels also create obvious pressure drop. The more pressure drop means the more energy the primary pumps must provide to drive the coolant, which will affect the economy of the nuclear power plant. So the pressure drop is another important parameter chosen for the research on the flow physical characteristic.

The pressure drop is made up by friction resistance loss and local resistance loss. However, these two kinds of resistances are not distinguished obviously in the flow process of coolant in reactor. The local resistance is mainly created in the grid region (spacer grid and mixing vane), however the lateral flow between adjacent subchannels also create it. Meanwhile, the friction resistance exists in all length of the flow channel. So the pressure drop is analyzed not based on separated principles.

The computation of the total pressure drop can be written as Eq. 4. The area weighted average value of pressure is used in the equation. The $P$ in the equation stands for the total pressure which is the sum of the static pressure and the dynamic pressure. The subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the mark of the cross section chosen for the comparison. The subscripts $i$ and $j$ stand for the mark of the mesh cell in the selected section. $A_{sum}$ stand for the sum of the areas of cross section.

$$\Delta P = \frac{\sum_j A_j P_{i,j}}{A_{sum 1}} - \frac{\sum_j A_j P_{i,j}}{A_{sum 2}}$$

\textbf{3. RESEARCH ON FLOW CHARACTERISTICS}

\textbf{3.1. Analysis on region boundary}

The influence of region boundary could not be avoided in experiments. This kind of influence is created by solid walls surrounding fuel rods and coolant as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The spacer grid and coolant have to be limited in a transparent house environment so that the measurements can be done by PIV technology as the introduction done by [1]. Meanwhile, the region size in an experiment could not be designed too large, or the difficult on measuring will increase greatly. Generally, the rod bundle in an experiment is just with several rods (such as 5×5, 3×3). Both the experimental objects are 5×5 rod bundle with solid walls in the establishment of the CFD benchmark for CASL and OECD/NEA, so this research choose a 5×5 rod bundle with solid walls as one of the research objects.

For an experimental research, the coolant region is designed with solid wall. However, the real physical condition of a typical pressured water reactor is that there are hundreds of fuel rods in one assemble, and hundreds of assembles in one reactor. Most important is that there is no solid wall around local fuel rods. So the periodic boundary will be most suitable for the local research object in the CFD simulation, if it is just for the flow characteristic analysis. However, this boundary is also just a nearly real boundary for the local flow process in a reactor. Usually, the results of an experiment are used as the benchmark.
for the CFD simulation to find better physical models and simulation methods & schemes. However there are some questions:

- Are these two kinds of research approaches equal?
- Which approach is better for the prediction of the real flow process?
- Is it suitable if we choose the experimental results as the benchmark for the CFD simulation?

The following part will give the analysis on these questions.

This research chose a 5×5 rod bundle as the research object based on Karoutas’s experiment as shown in Fig. 1 (a), and the detail geometrical parameters of this object can be found in the work done by [9]. The coolant region for the CFD simulation is surrounded by the solid walls to model the experimental condition as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Another research object is shown in Fig. 1 (c). It is the inner region of the object of Karoutas’s experiment. The CFD simulation will be done with the periodic boundary. The former one is for cross section with 5×5 rods and 4 solid walls. The other one is for the cross section with 4×4 subchannels and periodic boundary. The comparison could not be implemented, because the cross sections are different. So the inner region of 4×4 subchannels was separated by the red lines from the simulation region as shown in Fig. 1 (b).

The flow mixing status and the flow resistance of the simulations with experimental and periodic boundaries can be seen from Fig. 2. The difference of SI is not obvious, but it also can be seen. The differences of TICS can be seen more obviously. The profiles of pressure drop for the two boundaries coincide well at the location where the spacer grid exists (-50~0 mm), however they will be different after the location with mixing vane (0~510 mm).

The regularities and the differences are mainly decided by the structures of the flow channel. The spacer grid and mixing vane will create great impact on flow resistance. The swirl and turbulent flow status was created and increased by the mixing vane.

At the location (-50~0 mm), the grid and mixing vane exist. The SI and TICS increase more at the simulation with each boundary. The TICS and the SI reach at the highest value when the coolant leaves the location with mixing vane (0mm). Furthermore, the influence of the surrounding walls is limited at this location, because the obstruction of the spacer grid between the walls and the inner coolant, thus the values of SI, TICS and pressure drop are nearly the same at the simulations with EB and PB.
After the location (0 mm), the disturbance of the mixing vane will disappear when the coolant flow away from the mixing vane. So TICS and SI decrease immediately when there is no obstruction (0~200 mm). At the location (200~510 mm), the TICS will keep in a value range. However, the SI will continue to decrease with slower speed. The friction resistance of the surrounding walls will be the reason for the flow characteristics in this location. The boundaries of EB and PB create different TICS, which can be seen in Fig. 2 (a). On the contrary, the results of SI with EB and PB coincide well as seen in Fig. 2 (b). The reason is that SI is affected mainly by the lateral force. However the force created by surrounding walls is mainly on the vertical direction, thus the difference is little for SI. What’s more, TICS can be affected by the force in any direction, thus the difference exists in TICS. The difference of pressure drop exists in the simulations with boundaries of EB and PB. The difference is more obvious and it will increase if the coolant flows on. That means the solid walls in experiment will result in misunderstanding if the distance exceeds a certain length at the direction of the flow. Compared with the use of EB boundary, the simulation with PB may be more suitable to study the flow resistance, because the influence of the solid walls is avoided. Meanwhile, the experimental data may be closer to the real value if the axial length of the flow channel was limited at a certain length in an experiment.

It can be known from the analysis above: 1) the experimental approach may be not the best research approach, because the wall boundary around the rod bundle could make obvious different effect to the flow characteristics compared with the nearly real boundary; 2) the wall boundary creates obvious influence on the resistance and TICS; 3) the wall boundary makes less effect on SI.

3.2. Analysis on region size

As the analysis above, the rod bundle could not be designed with many fuel rods in an experiment. Usually 5×5 or 3×3 rod bundle are chosen as the research object. The principle of the choice and design hasn’t been introduced and analyzed. This research has paid some effort to analyze the influence of the region size of rod bundle in experiments.

The simulation objects with 4×4 and 2×2 subchannels were chosen for the research as shown in Fig. 3. The first objective in this part is to find whether the region size will create influence on the flow characteristics. These two regions were both with the periodic boundary.

The results of the simulations using different region sizes coincide well at different axial positions as
shown in Fig. 4. The various trends of each main parameter for $2 \times 2$ and $4 \times 4$ subchannels are nearly the same. However the differences still exist though they are very little. The difference value of $2 \times 2$ and $4 \times 4$ subchannels for SI and TICS can be seen in Fig. 5. The source of the difference may come from the numerical error or the influence created by the region size. Two feather stages can be found in Fig. 5. They are one horizontal fluctuated stage ($L_1$ in Fig. 5) and one inclined fluctuated stage ($L_2$ in Fig. 5). However, there should be only one feather stage if the differences of SI and TICS are mainly created by the numerical error. So the differences are most probably created by the region size. That means different region size may create different physical mechanism.

The coolant will have the lateral velocity when it flows through the mixing vane. The physical mechanism will be nearly the same at the simulations with $2 \times 2$ and $4 \times 4$ subchannels in a certain axial distance ($L_1$, the first flow stage), because both regions can reflect the lateral scope of lateral velocity’s influence. Then the region with $4 \times 4$ subchannels is more suitable for the simulation at the next flow part ($L_2$, the second flow stage), because the lateral scope of lateral velocity’s influence has already exceeded the area of $2 \times 2$ subchannels that the real physical mechanism cannot be reflected well.

What’s more, the simulations with $2 \times 2$ and $4 \times 4$ subchannels are performed just for one span of spacer grid and coolant subchannel. The difference between the two sizes for SI or TICS will be enlarged after the coolant flows through a whole length of an assemble which is made up with several spans of spacer grid, thus the experiments based on a region with large lateral scale is very necessary, especially for the research with long axial length.
3.3. Analysis on region shape

The structures of spacer grid and mixing vane are always treated carefully in experiments, because they will bring influence into the flow and heat transfer process. In addition, the region shape is another important condition which will also create impact on the flow characteristics of coolant. However, this condition gets not enough attention. The structures of spacer grid and mixing vane can be designed similar to the real structure in an experiment. However, the creation of differences could not be avoided for the region shape. For example, the rod bundle and spacer grid have to be settled in a transparent house in an experiment. The gap will be generated as shown in Fig. 6 (a)\(^1\). Sometimes, bypass channel is used in the experiment as shown in Fig. 6 (b)\(^2\). So the region shapes of the coolant domain are different in some experiments. The following part will discuss whether this condition is able to create influence and whether the influence can be ignored.

The results of the simulations with these two kinds of region shapes are listed in Fig. 7, and we can name them as R1 and R2 respectively. As the comparison, the result of the simulation for \(4 \times 4\)
subchannels with PB is listed in Fig. 8, and we name it as R3. R3 is not affected by the surrounding walls, and it can be taken as the nearly real flow field. The gaps between the house walls and the spacer grid are little and equal for the object in Fig. 7 (a). We can see the similar distribution of the flow field exists in R3 and in the same region scope of R1. The different of R1 and R3 is mainly created by the different structure of mixing vane, which can be seen in Fig.6 and Fig. 8. However, the distribution of the flow field in R2 is obviously different from R1 and R3. It can be easily understood that the bypass region is with less flow resistance compared with the grid region. Then less pressure will be created in bypass region, so the flow field is different from R1 and R3.

For the similar reason, the influence of the pressure will also be imported if the gaps are not little enough or they are not equal. That means the region shape of the coolant is also needed to be designed carefully in experiments. The gaps between the walls and spacer grid must be little enough and equal enough. Otherwise the misunderstanding of the flow characteristics will be created.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The influence created by region boundary, region size and region shape of the research object has been considered in this paper. Some regularities have been found, and they can be used as the guidance on
the design of experiment for the better understanding of the real physical process in a reactor.

Firstly, from the research on resign boundary, we can know: 1) SI can be utilized with high confidence in the experiment. SI is mainly corresponding with the mixing vane, so the design and optimization of the mixing vane can be considered well in the experiment. 2) Pressure drop obtained in an experiment needs to be modified before it is used for the reflection of the resistance characteristic in a real reactor. Meanwhile the error will be more as the increasement of the length of the flow channel, so the length has to be limited for the research on resistance. Secondly, from the research on region size, we can know: 1) Difference exists between different region sizes. The difference will continue to increase as the coolant flows on. 2) The region size should be designed carefully based on the structure feature of mixing vane and the distance between the two spans of spacer grids. 3) Large region size is necessary if the condition permits, because it is better for the reflection of the real flow characteristics. Thirdly, from the research on region shape, we can know: 1) the basic flow distributions are obviously different for different region shapes of the coolant domain. 2) The design of the distances between the rod bundle and the corresponding wall of the flow house should be little and equal, and the location error of the rod bundle also should be kept little enough.
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